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Abstract. In this work we describe a new learning-based proof guid-
ance – ENIGMAWatch – for saturation-style first-order theorem provers.
ENIGMAWatch combines two guiding approaches for the given-clause se-
lection implemented for the E ATP system: ProofWatch and ENIGMA.
ProofWatch is motivated by the watchlist (hints) method and based on
symbolic matching of multiple related proofs, while ENIGMA is based
on statistical machine learning. The two methods are combined by using
the evolving information about symbolic proof matching as an additional
information that characterizes the saturation-style proof search for the
statistical learning methods. The new system is experimentally evalu-
ated on a large set of problems from the Mizar library. We show that
the added proof-matching information is considered important by the
statistical machine learners, and that it leads to improvements in E’s
performance over ProofWatch and ENIGMA.
1 Introduction
This work describes a new learning-based proof guidance – ENIGMAWatch – for
saturation-style first-order theorem provers. ENIGMAWatch 1 is the combination
of two previous guidance methods implemented for the E ATP system [19]:
ProofWatch [3] and ENIGMA [6,7]. Both ProofWatch and ENIGMA learn to
guide E’s proof search for a new conjecture based on related proofs.
ProofWatch uses the hints (watchlist) mechanism, which is a form of precise
symbolic memory that can allow inference chains done in a former proof to be
replayed in the current proof search. It uses standard symbolic subsumption to
check which clauses subsume clauses in related proofs. In addition to boosting
the priority of these clauses, the completion ratios of the related proofs are
computed, and the proof search is biased towards the most completed ones.
ENIGMA uses fast statistical machine learning to learn from related proof-
searches to identify good and bad (positive and negative) clauses for the current
conjecture. ENIGMA chooses the given clauses based only on features of the
problem’s conjecture, which is static throughout the whole proof search. This
? Supported by the AI4REASON ERC Consolidator grant number 649043, and by the
Czech project AI&Reasoning CZ.02.1.01/0.0/0.0/15 003/0000466 and the European
Regional Development Fund.
1 The E version used in this paper can be found at https://github.com/ai4reason/
eprover/tree/devel, and the library for running ENIGMA with E can be found at
https://github.com/ai4reason/enigma.
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seems suboptimal: as the proof search evolves, information about the work done
so far should influence the selection of the next given clauses.
ENIGMAWatch combines the two approaches by giving the ENIGMA’s learner
the ProofWatch completion ratios of the related proofs as an evolving vectorial
characterization of the current proof search state. This allows E’s machine learn-
ing guidance to have more information about how the proof search is unfolding.
Previously ENIGMAWatch was tested on the MPTP Challenge 2 [20,21]
benchmark, which contains 252 first-order problems extracted from the Mizar
Mathematical Library (MML) [5], which are used in Mizar to prove the Bolzano-
Weierstrass theorem. At the time ENIGMAWatch could not be run on a larger
dataset, such as the 57897 Mizar40 [9], in a reasonable time. Since then, ENIGMA
implemented dimensionality reduction using feature hashing [2], extending its
applicability to a larger corpora. We have additionally improved watchlist mech-
anism in E through enhanced indexing, first time presented in this work in
Section 4. This allows also ENIGMAWatch to be applied to larger corpora.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an introduc-
tion to saturation-based theorem proving and briefly describes ENIGMA and
ProofWatch. Section 3 explains how ENIGMA and ProofWatch are combined
into ENIGMAWatch, and how watchlists can be selected. Section 4 describes
our improved watchlist indexing in E. Both ENIGMAWatch and the improved
watchlist indexing are evaluated in Section 5.
2 Guiding the Given Clause Selection in ATPs
2.1 Automated Theorem Proving
State-of-the-art saturation-based automated theorem provers (ATPs) for first-
order logic (FOL), such as E [17] and Vampire [13] employ the given clause
algorithm, translating the input FOL problem T ∪ {¬C} into a refutationally
equivalent set of clauses. The search for a contradiction is performed maintaining
sets of processed (P ) and unprocessed (U) clauses. The algorithm repeatedly
selects a given clause g from U , moves g to P , and extends U with all clauses
inferred with g and P . This process continues until a contradiction is found,
U becomes empty, or a resource limit is reached. The search space of this loop
grows quickly and it is a well-known fact that the selection of the right given
clause is crucial for success. Machine learning from a large number of proofs and
proof searches may help guide the selection of the given clauses.
2.2 ENIGMA: Learning from Successful Proof Searches
ENIGMA [6,7,2,8] is our efficient learning-based method for guiding given clause
selection in saturation-based ATPs. ENIGMA uses E’s capability to analyze suc-
cessful proof searches, and to output lists of given clauses annotated as either
positive or negative training examples. Each processed clause which is present in
the final proof is classified as positive. On the other hand, processing of clauses
2 http://tptp.cs.miami.edu/~tptp/MPTPChallenge/
not present in the final proof was redundant, hence they are classified as neg-
ative. ENIGMA’s goal is to learn such classification (possibly conditioned on
the problem and its features) in a way that generalizes and allows solving new
related problems.
ENIGMA Learning and Models. Given a set of problems P, we can run E
with a strategy S and obtain positive and negative training data T from each
of the successful proof searches. Various machine learning methods can be used
to learn the clause classification given by T , each method yielding a classifier
or a (classification) model M. In order to use the model M in E, M is used as
a function that computes clause weights. This weight function is then used to
guide future E runs.
First-order clauses need to be represented in a format recognized by the
selected learning method. While neural networks have been very recently practi-
cally used for internal guidance with ENIGMA [2], the strongest setting currently
uses manually engineered clause features and fast non-neural state-of-the-art gra-
dient boosted trees libraries such as XGBoost [1]. The model M produced by
XGBoost consists of a set (ensemble [16]) of decision trees. Given a clause C,
the model M yields the probability that C represents a positive clause. When
usingM as a weight function in E, the probabilities are turned into binary clas-
sification, assigning weight 1.0 for probabilities ≥ 0.5 and weight 10.0 otherwise.
Clause Features. Clause features represent a finite set of various syntactic
properties of clauses, and are used to encode clauses by a fixed-length numeric
vector. Various machine learning methods can handle numeric vectors and their
success heavily depends on the selection of correct clause features. Various pos-
sible choices of efficient clause features for theorem prover guidance have been
experimented with [6,7,10,11]. The original ENIGMA [6] uses term-tree walks
of length 3 as features, while the second version [7] reaches better results by
employing various additional features.
Since there are only finitely many features in any training data, the features
can be serially numbered. This numbering is fixed for each experiment. Let n
be the number of different features appearing in the training data. A clause
C is translated to a feature vector ϕC whose i-th member counts the number
of occurrences of the i-th feature in C. Hence every clause is represented by a
sparse numeric vector of length n. Additionally, we embed information about
the conjecture currently being proved in the feature vector, yielding vectors of
length 2n. See [2,7] for more details.
Feature Hashing. Experiments revealed that XGBoost is capable of dealing
with vectors up to the length of 105 with a reasonable performance. In experi-
ments with the whole translated Mizar Mathematical Library, the feature vector
length can easily grow over 106. This significantly increases both the training
and the clause evaluation times. To handle such larger data sets, a simple hash-
ing method has previously been implemented to decrease the dimension of the
vectors.
Instead of serially numbering all features, we represent each feature f by a
unique string and apply a general-purpose string hashing function to obtain a
number nf within a required range (between 0 and an adjustable hash base).
The value of f is then stored in the feature vector at the position nf . If different
features get mapped to the same vector index, the corresponding values are
summed up. See [2] for more details.
2.3 ProofWatch: Proof Guidance by Clause Subsumption
In this section we explain the ProofWatch guiding mechanisms. Unlike the statis-
tical approach in ENIGMA, ProofWatch implements a form of symbolic memory
and guidance. It produces a notion of proof-state vector that is dynamically cre-
ated and updated.
Standard Watchlist Guidance. The watchlist (hint list) mechanism itself
does not perform any statistical machine learning. It steers given clause selection
via symbolic matching between generated clauses and a set of clauses called
a watchlist. This technique has been originally developed by Veroff [22] and
implemented in Otter [14] and Prover9 [15]. Since then, it has been extensively
used in the AIM project [12] for obtaining long and advanced proofs of open
algebraic conjectures. The watchlist mechanism is nowadays implemented also
in E. All the above implementations use only a single watchlist, as opposed to
ProofWatch discussed below.
Recall that a clause C subsumes a clause D, written C v D, when there
exists a substitution σ such that Cσ ⊆ D (where clauses are considered to be
sets of literals). The watchlist guidance then works as follows. Every generated
clause C is checked for subsumption with every watchlist clause D ∈ W . When
C subsumes at least one of the watchlist clauses, then C is considered important
for the proof search and is processed with high priority. The idea behind this is
that the watchlist W contains clauses which were processed during a previous
successful proof search of a related conjecture. Hence processing of similar clauses
may lead to success again.
In E, the watchlist mechanism is implemented using a priority function 3
which takes precedence over weight function used to select the next given clause.
Priority functions assign the priority to each clause, and clauses with higher
priority are selected as given before clauses with lower priority4. When clauses
from previous proofs are put on a watchlist, E thus prefers to follow steps from
the previous proofs whenever it can.
ProofWatch. Our approach [3, Sec. 5] extends standard watchlist guidance by
allowing for multiple watchlists W1,. . .,Wn, for example, one corresponding to
each related proof found before. We say that a generated clause C matches the
watchlist Wi, written C v Wi, iff C subsumes some clause D ∈ Wi (C v D).
Similarly, the above watchlist clause D is said to be matched by C.
The reason to include multiple watchlists is that during a proof search, clauses
from some watchlists might get matched more often than clauses from others.
The more clauses are matched from some watchlist Wi, the more the current
3 See the priority function PreferWatchlist in the E manual.
4 Numerically the lower the priority, the better. Hence 0 is the best priority.
proof search resembles Wi, and hence Wi might be more relevant for this proof
search. Thus the idea of ProofWatch is to prioritize clauses that match more
relevant watchlists (proofs).
Watchlist relevance is dynamically computed as follows. We define progress(Wi)
to be the count of clauses from Wi that have been matched in the proof search
thus far. The completion ratio, ci =
progress(Wi)
|Wi| , measures how much of the
watchlist Wi has been matched. The dynamic relevance of each generated clause
C is defined as the maximum completion ratio over all the watchlists Wi that C
matches:
relevance(C) = max
W∈{Wi:CvWi}
(progress(W )
|W |
)
The higher the dynamic relevance relevance(C), the higher the priority of C. The
dynamic watchlist mechanism is implemented using the E priority function.5
The results of experiments in [3, Sec. 6.3] on the same dataset as this work
(Mizar40 [9]) indicate that dynamic relevance improves performance over an
ensemble of strategies, whereas the single watchlist approach is stronger on each
individual strategy.
When using a large problem library such as Mizar40, it is practically useful
to choose only some proofs for watchlists. First, E’s speed decreases with each
additional proof on the watchlist, so if working on a large dataset, loading all
available proofs as watchlists will lead to a large slowdown. Second, it’s not
guaranteed that all proofs will help E with the proving the problem at hand.
3 ENIGMAWatch: ProofWatch meets ENIGMA
3.1 Completion Ratios as Semantic Embeddings of the Proof Search
The watchlist completion ratios (c0, ..., cN ) (N ranges over the watchlist proofs)
at each step in E’s proof search can be taken as a vectorial representation of the
current proof state Π. The general motivation for this approach is to come up
with an evolving characterization of the saturation-style proof state Π, prefer-
ably in a vectorial form ϕΠ suitable for machine learning tools, such as ENIGMA.
Recall that the proof state Π is a set of processed clauses P and unprocessed
clauses U . The vector of watchlist completion ratios thus maintains a running
tally of where clauses in P ∪U match the different related proofs. In general, this
could be replaced, e.g., by a vector of more abstract similarities of the current
proof state to other proofs measured in various (possibly approximate) ways.
In ENIGMAWatch we use the ProofWatch based proof-state vector for a proof
state Π defined by the completion ratios, i.e., ϕΠ = (c0, ..., cN ). This is the first
practical implementation of the general idea: using semantic embeddings (i.e.,
representations in Rn) of the proof-state Π for guiding statistical learning meth-
ods. ENIGMAWatch uses the proof-state vectors ϕΠ as follows. The positive C+
and negative C− given clauses are output along with ϕΠ , the proof-state vector
at the time of their selection, and used as added features of the proof state when
training ENIGMA-style classifiers.
5 See PreferWatchlistRelevant in [3].
0 0.438 42/96 1 0.727 56/77 2 0.865 45/52 3 0.360 9/25
4 0.750 51/68 5 0.259 7/27 6 0.805 62/77 7 0.302 73/242
Table 1. Example of the proof-state vector for 8 (of 32) (serially numbered) proofs
loaded to guide the proof of YELLOW 5:36. The three columns are the watchlist i, the
completion ratio of i, and progress(Wi)/|Wi|.
Table 1 shows a sample proof-state vector based on 32 related proofs 6 for
the Mizar theorem YELLOW 5:367 (De Morgan’s law8) at the end of the proof
search. Note that some related proofs, such as #2, were almost fully matched,
while others, such as #7 were mostly not matched in the proof search.
3.2 Proof Vector Construction
Data Construction. In the ProofWatch [3] experiments, the best method for
selecting related proofs (watchlists) was to use k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) to rec-
ommend 32 proofs per problem. The watchlists there are thus problem specific.
In ENIGMAWatch, we want the watchlists to be globally fixed across the whole
library, so that the proof completion ratios have the same meaning in all proofs.
To construct the proof vectors, we first use a strong E strategy to produce a
set of initial proofs (14882 over the 57897 Mizar40 problems). Then we do a
ProofWatch run over the full 57897 problems with the 14882 proofs loaded into
the watchlist. The time limit for both runs was T60-G10000, which means that
E stops after 60 seconds or 10000 generated clauses. This data provides infor-
mation on how often each watchlist was encountered in each successful proof
search. The training data then consists of a proof vector for each given clause
(for each conjecture/problem): (conjecture, given-clause, proof -state vector).
Dimensionality Reduction. Next, we experiment with various pre-processing
methods to reduce the proof -state vector dimension and thus decrease the num-
ber of watchlists loaded in E. For each problem we compute the mean of proof
state vectors over all given clauses g: 1#g
∑
g ϕΠg . This is the mean proof vector
consisting of the averaged completion ratios for each watchlist, which will be
higher if the watchlist was matched earlier in the proof. This results in matrix
M consisting of row vectors (mean-proof -vector) (one for each conjecture/prob-
lem).
The following are methods experimented with in this paper for constructing
the globally fixed vector of 512 watchlists from matrix M :
– Mean: compute the mean of the matrix M across the rows (mean-proof-
vectors). This provides for each watchlist its average use across all problems.
Then we take the top 512 watchlists.
– Corr : compute the Pearson correlation matrix based of the mean proof-
vectors M , and find a relatively uncorrelated set of 512 watchlists.
– Var : compute the variance (across the rows) of each column in M , and take
the 512 watchlists with the highest variance.
6 The proofs were chosen via k-NN. See [3, Sec. 6.1] for details.
7 http://grid01.ciirc.cvut.cz/~mptp/7.13.01_4.181.1147/html/yellow_5#T36
8 ¬(P ∨Q) ⇐⇒ (¬P ) ∧ (¬Q)
– Rand : randomly select 512 watchlists.
4 Multi-indices Subsumption Indexing
In order to determine whether a generated clause matches a watchlist, the gen-
erated clause must be checked for subsumption with every watchlist clause. A
major limitation of previous work [3] [4] was the slowdown of E prover as the
watchlist size increased beyond 4000 clauses. Including more than 128 proofs
was impractical. This section describes a method we have developed to speed up
watchlist matching.
E prover already implements feature vector indexing [18] used also for the
purpose of watchlist matching. The watchlist clauses are inserted into an index-
ing data structure and various properties of clauses are used to prune possible
subsumption candidates. In this way, the number of possibly expensive sub-
sumption calls is reduced. We build upon this, and further limit the number of
required subsumption checks by using multiple indices instead of a single index.9
We take advantage of the fact that a clause C cannot subsume a clause D if
the top-level predicate symbols do not coincide. In particular, C v D can only
hold, if all the predicate symbols from C also appears in D, because substitution
can neither introduce nor remove predicate symbols from a clause.
We define the code of a clause C, denoted code(C), as the set of predicate
symbols with their logical signs (either + for positive predicates, or − for negated
ones). For example, the code of the clause “P (a) ∨ ¬P (b) ∨ P (f(x))” is the set
{+P,−P}. The following holds because codes are preserved under substitution.
Lemma 1. Given clauses C and D, C v D implies code(C) ⊆ code(D).
We create a separate index for every different clause code. Each watchlist
clause D is inserted only to the index corresponding to code(D). In order to
check whether some clause C matches a watchlist, we only need to search in
the indices whose codes are supersets of (or equal to) code(C). Each index is
implemented using E’s native feature vector indexing structure. Evaluation of
this simple indexing method is provided in Section 5.1.
5 Experiments
This section describes experimental evaluation 10 of (1) improved watchlist mech-
anism from Section 4, and (2) watchlist selection for ENIGMAWatch from Sec-
tion 3. All the experiments are done on a subset of Mizar40 [9] data set. Sec-
tion 5.1 describes results of (1), while Section 5.2 and Section 5.3 describe (2).
5.1 Multi-indices Subsumption Indexing Evaluation
We propose a simple experiment to evaluate our implementation of multi-indices
subsumption indexing from Section 4. We take a random sample of 1000 prob-
9 Even with multiple watchlists, all the watchlist clauses are inserted into a single
index, and only the name of the original watchlist is additionally stored.
10 Experiments code and data are available: https://github.com/ai4reason/
eprover-data/tree/master/TABLEAUX-19
runtime (left graph ←)
single multi speedup
avg 9.23s 3.16s 2.9×
best 105.3s 5.7s 18.5×
worst 2.26s 2.09s 1.08×
subsumptions (right →)
single multi reduction
avg 2328k 52k 44.1×
best 3059 1 3059×
worst 709k 367k 1.9×
Table 2. Evaluation of multi-indices subsumption indexing.
lems and create a watchlist with around 60k clauses coming from proofs of
problems similar to the sample problems. We then run E prover on the sample
problems with a fixed limit of 1000 generated clauses. This gives us a measure
of how fast are the single-index and multi-indices versions, that is, how fast they
can generate the first 1000 clauses. As the watchlist indexing does not influence
the proof search, both versions process the same clauses and output the same
result. Each generated clause has to be checked for watchlist subsumption and
hence the limit on generated clauses is also the limit on different watchlist checks.
We expect the number of clause-to-clause subsumption checks to decrease with
multi-indices, as the method prunes possible subsumption candidates.
The results of the experiments are presented in Table 2. For each problem, we
measure the runtime (left graph) and the number of different clause subsump-
tion calls (right graph). The suffix “s” stands for seconds, while “k” stands for
thousands. Although subsumption is also used for purposes other than watchlist
matching, we should be able to observe a decrease in the number of calls. Each
point in the graphs corresponds to one sample problem, and is drawn at the
position (x, y) corresponding to the results of single-index (x) and multi-indices
(y) versions. Hence points below the diagonal signify an improvement. Also note
logarithmic axes. The table shows the average improvement, and also the best
and the worst cases. From the results, we can see that an average speed-up is
almost 3 times. Furthermore, the average reduction of subsumption calls is more
than 44 times and the number is reduced even in the worst case.
The number of watchlist clauses in the experiments was 61501, and the multi-
indices version used 11442 different indices. This means that there were less than
6 clauses per index in average, although the count of clauses in different indices
varied from 1 to 3837. The most crowded index was for the code {+ =}, that is,
for positive unit equality clauses. Finally, 6955 indices contained only a single
clause.
5.2 Experimental Evaluation of ENIGMAWatch
The experiments are done on a random subset of 5000 Mizar40 problems. The
time limit of 60 seconds and 30000 generated clauses is used to allow a com-
parison to be done without regard for the differences in processing speed. The
Baseline Mean Var Corr Rand Baseline ∪ Mean Total
1140 1357 1345 1337 1352 1416 1483
Table 3. ProofWatch evaluation: Problems solved by different versions.
loop ENIGMA Mean Var Corr Rand ENIGMA ∪ Mean Total
0 1557 1694 1674 1665 1690 1830 1974
1 1776 1815 1812 1812 1847 1983 2131
2 1871 1902 1912 1882 1915 2058 2200
3 1931 1954 1946 1920 1926 2110 2227
Table 4. ENIGMAWatch evaluation: Problems solved and the effect of looping.
30000 is approximately the average number of clauses that the baseline strategy
generates in 10 seconds. Table 3 provides the evaluation of different watchlist se-
lection mechanims using ProofWatch (without ENIGMA) and making use of the
improved watchlist indexing. The last two columns show the number of problems
solved by (1) the Baseline together with Mean, and by (2) all the five methods.
This shows the relative complementarity of the methods.
We can see that the Mean method yields the best results, reaching more than
15% improvement over the baseline strategy. The Rand method is however quite
competitive.
Table 4 provides the evaluation of ENIGMAWatch and its comparison to
ENIGMA. The experiments are done in multiple loops, where in each loop all
the proof-runs in prior loops can be used as training data. This way ENIGMA
can learn increasingly effective models.
We can see that ENIGMAWatch can attain superior performance to ENIGMA.
The relation of looping and results is interesting. The largest absolute improve-
ment over ENIGMA is in loop 0 – 8.8% by the Mean method. This however
drops to 1.2% in loop 4. In loops 1 and 2, Rand is the strongest, but Mean ends
up being the best in loop 3. By loop 4, Mean proves 170 problems not proven by
ENIGMA, and 130 problems that neither ENIGMA nor ProofWatch (with the
Mean watchlist) proved. In total, all the ENIGMA and ENIGMAWatch methods
solve together nearly twice as many problems as the baseline strategy.
5.3 Training, Model Statistics and Analysis
The XGBoost models used in our experiments are trained with a maximum tree
depth of 9 and 200 rounds (which means 200 trees are learned). There are 300000
features in the 5000 problem dataset hashed into 215 buckets. Combining clause
and conjecture features with the watchlist completion ratios, XGBoost makes its
predictions based on 66048 features (2 · 215 plus the count of completion ratios).
Table 5 provides various training and model statistics of the ENIGMA and
ENIGMAWatch models and their loops. The columns “Pos. Acc.” and “Neg.
Acc.” describe the training accuracy of the models on positive and negative
training examples. The column “Features” presents the number of features ref-
erenced in the decision trees. We see that the models use a small fraction of all
the 66048 available features. The column “Watchlist F.” provides the number of
watchlist features out of all the used features. Finally, “Train Size” and “Train
Model Pos. Acc. Neg. Acc. Features Watchlist F. Train Size Train Time
ENIGMA0 99.12% 92.16% 5061 0 0.4 GB 14min
ENIGMA1 97.39% 86.82% 7071 0 0.8 GB 31min
ENIGMA2 96.13% 83.92% 8089 0 1.4 GB 55min
ENIGMA3 95.39% 82.5 % 8662 0 2.0 GB 85min
Mean0 99.05% 92.59% 5424 308 2.9 GB 19min
Mean1 96.92% 88.16% 6950 316 6.2 GB 29min
Mean2 95.75% 86.46% 7809 331 9.6 GB 38min
Mean3 95.04% 85.24% 8313 330 13.0 GB 39min
Table 5. ENIGMA and ENIGMAWatch: Model and training statistics.
Time” specify the size of the input training file (in GB) and training times (in
minutes). The sizes of the XGBoost models after the training are less than 4
MB.
We can see that the accuracy decreases with the training data size, but the
number of theorems proved increases. About 62% of the watchlists are judged as
useful by XGBoost and used in the decision trees. Figure 1 shows the root of the
first decision tree of the Mean model in loop 3. Green means ”yes” (the condition
holds), red means ”no”, and blue means that the feature is not present. The multi
line box is a (shortened) bucket of features, and single line boxes correspond to
watchlists (#194, etc.). We can see that ENIGMAWatch uses a watchlist feature
for the very first decision when judging newly generated clauses. This shows that
the features that characterize the evolving proof state are indeed considered very
significant by the methods that automatically learn given clause guidance.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
We have produced and evaluated the first practically usable version the ENIG-
MAWatch system which can now be efficiently used over large mathematical
datasets. The previous experiments with the first prototype on the small MPTP
Challenge [4] demonstrated that ENIGMAWatch can find proofs faster (in terms
of how many processed clauses are needed). The work presented here shows
that with improved subsumption indexing, feature hashing, and suitable global
watchlist selection, ENIGMAWatch outperforms ENIGMA on the large Mizar40
dataset. In particular, ENIGMAWatch significantly outperforms both ProofWatch
and ENIGMA used without looping. With several iterations of looping, the dif-
ference to ENIGMA gets smaller, however the two methods are still quite com-
plementary, providing a large number of different solutions. In total, all the
ENIGMA and ENIGMAWatch methods (Table 4) together solve almost twice
as many problems as the baseline strategy after four iterations of learning and
proving.
The system is ready to be used on hard problems and to expand the set of
Mizar problems for which an ATP proof has been found. Future work includes
refining the watchlist selection, defining more sophisticated methods of comput-
ing the proof completion ratios, analyzing the learned decision tree models to see
which watchlists are the most useful, and also defining further and more abstract
meaningful representations and embeddings of saturation-style proof search.
wl #194 < 0.19
wl #412 < 0.03
!POS
=.k1_xboole_0.k3_rlsub_1
...
< 16.5
=.k1_funct_1.k5_memstr_0
v1_rat_1:k2_jordan3:*
...
< 2.5 ... wl #153 < 0.29
=.k1_funct_1.k5_memstr_0
v1_rat_1:k2_jordan3:*
...
< 14.5
... ... ... ... ... ...
Fig. 1. Example of an XGBoost decision tree.
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